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Introduction 

Moorish fashions in the thirteenth century are as unique among the Islamic world as Christian 

fashions of the era were within Europe.  (By Moorish, I mean to say the culture which resulted 

from the intermixing of Arab/Islamic, Berber/North African, and Christian/Visigothic-Roman 

characteristics.  Meaning "Moorish" could be used adjectivally for any number of races and 

religions.  Hispano-barbaro-arab could be used too, I suppose, but it's much harder to say.) 

The primary visual sources for this period are from the works commissioned by Alfonso X "el 

Sabio", such as the Cantigas de Santa María and the Book of Games.  There is also one Arabic 

illuminated manuscript: the Hadith Bayad wa Riyad, a rare example of Moorish miniatures.  No 

garments survive due to several traditions, including a bustling second-

hand garment industry and the practice of burying the dead in a simple 

white shroud.   Legal treatises, poetry and histories are among the text 

sources of the period, but since this is an introductory course I won't go 

into them in detail. 

Undergarments 

Undertunics are loosely cut and have wide sleeves like a regular tunic.  

The neckline was cut in a "keyhole".  Some ladies' versions had ties, 

pleated trim at the neckline, and embroidery on the shoulders.  The 

predominant fabric is gauzy and white - nearly transparent in 

miniatures - and might have been cotton or linen.   

Men, women, and children alike wore pants made of the same white 

fabric.  The pants are cut long and snug at the ankle, which forms 

horizontal wrinkles around the lower leg.    The drawstring which held 
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up the pants could be richly embellished. For some purposes, bloomers ending at the knee may be 

worn instead. 

Instead of pants, wraps might cover the legs from knee to ankle.  Text sources indicate that women 

might wear these leg wraps but the only picture shows red or blue ones worn by foot soldiers. 

Tunics 

    

Moorish tunics in the 13th century tended to be loose.  The richer you were, the more generously 

cut your robes.  It took more fabric to make, and the sleeves alone made any sort of labor 

impractical.  The tunics worn by nobles and the wealthy featured gold- and pearl-trimmed 

embellishments at the neckline and cuffs as well as tiraz on the upper arms.  Tiraz could have 

geometric designs or Arabic script.  Luxury tunics were made from richly patterned silks produced 

in domestic workshops or imported from elsewhere in the Middle East. 

Tunics worn by foot soldiers, by contrast, had tight sleeves and short hems.  In fact the style looks 

identical to Christian men's functional garments during this period. 

Tunics could be made from linen, cotton, silk or wool depending on wealth/social status, season, or 

activity.  So far I have found no sumptuary laws restricting certain colors to certain classes or 

religions, as may be found elsewhere in the Muslim world at various times and places. 

Generally speaking, necklines were high and round, with no apparent closure or other mechanism 

to get the tunic over your head.  A half-ellipse shape - with or without vents at the seam for 
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additional ease - creates the right look.  While there is some text evidence for a front opening 

garment in this period, I haven't found a picture of one yet. 

Men's tunics usually fall to between calf and ankle length, whereas women's reach the floor.   

Outerwear 

Outerwear came in two major categories: sewn and semi-circular, or un-sewn and rectangular.   

In the first category fall the burnus and the rida. Both were half-circles. The woolen burnus 

originated in North African and had a hood.  The rida, by contrast, provided little protection 

against the elements, as it had no hood, and was usually made of richly embellished silks.  Soldiers 

might wear a short red cloak, a style borrowed from the Christians. 

The rectangular wraps could be arranged around the body in multiple ways.  Over the shoulder, 

around the body, then over the same arm is one common method.  Over the head and both 

shoulders is another.  

     

Turbans 

Turbans were worn inconsistently in the 13th century, and their use may have been associated with 

certain professions or ethnicities. Moorish turbans (when worn) might have as many as three 

different parts: the roll which encircled the head; a chin-strap; and a hanging tail cascading down 

the back.  The roll might appear with either the chin-strap, or the tail, or both, or neither.  Turbans 

were neat and compact, and sometimes embellished with a gold plaque or embroidered strip.  

Occasionally, turbans were wrapped around conical hats. 
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Veils 

Text sources suggest that at various times, face veiling was widespread in al-Andalus.  However, 

pictures of face veils are rare.  One sole miniature from the Book of Games shows two women 

wearing tall scarf-wrapped hats with white face veils that look like surgical masks covering their 

mouths, noses, and chins. 

Head veils are much more common.  Black or white were the preferred colors. A fastening under 

the chin and a filet of fabric might hold the veil in place although some gravity-defying fashion 

mavens used neither. 

   
Some head veils could be very large indeed, to the point where they might be better classified as 

outerwear.  The ends of these veils could be held in front of the face as decorum required, a handy 

trick still seen in the 16th century. 

Last but not least, we must mention the veil fashion most commonly associated with Moorish 

women; that is, none at all.  This is a class on costume, not medieval Spanish feminism, so I won't 

debate the possible reasons for it.  The fact remains that text sources and miniatures alike give 

evidence for women going bareheaded. 
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